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September 1, 2020 
 
Dear District 10 Community: 
 

On Friday, the DuPage County Health Department (DCHD) released         
supplementary guidance related to the Illinois Department of Public Health metrics. We            
will follow this guidance to guide our educational design.  
 

● The new guidance establishes three levels of community transmission risk          
based on a variety of factors including weekly cases, positivity rates and rate of              
community spread; the color-coded levels include Minimal (yellow), Moderate         
(orange) and Substantial (red). DuPage County is currently in the          
“Moderate/orange” level. 
 

● District 10’s current educational design is consistent with the learning          
model called for in the Moderate level. Our Blended Educational Model           
supports some students participating in virtual or remote learning and some           
participating with in-person instruction. 
 

● Moving between less and more restrictive levels is based on complex guidelines,            
and the metrics will be updated by the DCHD every Friday. Click here to see the                
current metrics. If the metrics call for a more restrictive setting we will adjust our               
educational design as needed and inform you as soon as possible. 

 
Our goal continues to maintain student and staff safety while we provide as much              

in-person learning as possible. We are also committed to providing the choice of             
Remote Learning for all families that would prefer that. In the event of a positive Covid                
test for a student or staff member, I will continue to inform you on a weekly basis. I                  
continue to consult with DCHD on these cases and will call for adaptive pauses as a                
preventive measure as needed. Rumors that whole classes are positive are simply not             
true and needlessly create anxiety and hysteria. In regards to students, the district has              
experienced three asymptomatic positive cases that are unrelated. 
 

https://www.dupagehealth.org/DocumentCenter/View/3541/COVID-19-Return-to-School-Framework-8-28?bidId&fbclid=IwAR2S-AeQSo7SY2HmiGohiFwRlfUHKeiyTOD_lPs1_vVZR-16yCRcPos8knQ
https://www.dupagehealth.org/ImageRepository/Document?documentId=3602
https://www.dupagehealth.org/ImageRepository/Document?documentId=3602


Please be reassured that if your child is directly connected to an employee or              
student with a positive Covid test you will be notified within a day. This is important as it                  
may require quarantine and/or testing for your child. If you are not contacted you can               
be assured that close contact was not established. Also, please do not assume that if               
your child’s teacher is out they must have Covid. I can assure you that teachers are                
absent for many reasons and like the rest of us have daily family and health challenges                
that may call for a day off. As we have experienced a few Covid positive cases                
recently, it appears that the origin may have come from outside of the school for some                
of these cases. A transmission doesn’t mean that any one person did anything wrong.              
It may mean a person quarantined appropriately off exposure and then tested positive. I              
also believe that an individual can do everything right and still be infected. 
 

Despite those challenges, we do want to continue to make sure the DuPage             
County metrics are favorable for our educational design and do everything possible to             
minimize risk for our students, staff and Itasca community members. I would greatly             
appreciate anything that you can do in the community to help move these metrics in a                
positive direction including wearing face coverings, watching your distance, and          
washing your hands. I will ask that you remind all children and adults to practice safety                
measures at all times especially when out in public. Our teachers’ have challenged             
themself to be extra vigilant so they can stay healthy and continue to provide in-person               
instruction. They want to teach your children everyday. On behalf of District 10, as you               
make your plans for Labor Day and consider where you travel and what activities you               
may participate in, please remember that your commitment to safety will be a             
critical predictor to our future success. Please set a high standard of safety not only               
for your family but also for all of our students, teachers and fellow community members.  

 
 

Thank you, 
 
Craig Benes 
Superintendent 
 
 


